Optimize workload placement through modernized infrastructure & hybrid cloud.

According to an IDC study, adopting a hybrid cloud strategy and modernizing your infrastructure can optimize workload placement decisions, resulting in maximized IT and business outcomes.

Read the full white paper.

IDC study findings:

76% cited security as the #1 factor in workload placement decisions*

88% plan to deploy private cloud infrastructure*

44% improved performance up to 50% with a storage refresh*

76% of respondents improved productivity by at least 30% as a result of deploying hyperconverged infrastructure*

Make the most of your IT modernization.

Fragmented multivendor ecosystems can cause major complexity issues when organizations try to modernize their IT infrastructure. Dell Technologies offers a broad infrastructure portfolio as well as cloud offerings, all manageable through a single consistent infrastructure and operations that are jointly engineered with VMware.

Learn more about the benefits of adopting a hybrid cloud and modernized infrastructure.
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